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This Year's Astrology 
 

Mercury Retrogrades  
In Your Natal 5th (Libra) House: Feb 17 - 22 Mar 2020, from 12° Pisces to 28° Aquarius  
In Your Natal 9th (Libra) House: Jun 18 - Jul 24 2020, from 14° to 5° Cancer  
In Your Natal 1th (Libra) House: Oct 14 - Nov 20 2020, from 11° Scorpio to 25° Libra  
 
Venus Retrograde  
In Your Natal 8th/9th (Libra) House: May 13 - Jun 25 2020, from 21° to 5° Gemini, for 43 days  
 
Mars Retrograde  
In Your Natal 7th (Libra) House: Sep 9 - Nov 14 2020, from 28° to 15° Aries, for 66 days  
 
Jupiter  
In Your Natal 3th/4th (Libra) House: Jupiter is in Capricorn December 3 2019 – December 20 2020  
In Your Natal 4th (Libra) House: Jupiter is in Aquarius December 21 2020 – December 29 2021  
In Your Natal 4th (Libra) House: Jupiter retrogrades May 14 - Sep 13 2020, from 27° to 17° Capricorn   
 
Saturn  
In Your Natal 4th (Libra) House: Saturn conjunct Pluto January 12, 2020  
Saturn will conjunct Pluto all of 2020  
In Your Natal 4th (Libra) House: Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto are conjunct in Capricorn for most of 2020  
Mars joins Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto in Capricorn in February and March 2020; Mars will activate the 
Capricorn stellium three more times during its six months' stay in Aries.  
In Your Natal 4th (Libra) House: Saturn enters Aquarius March 23, 2020 – June 16, 2020  
Saturn re-enters Capricorn June 17, 2020 – December 17, 2020  
Saturn re-enters Aquarius December 18, 2020  
In Your Natal 4th (Libra) House: Saturn retrogrades May 11 - Sep 29 2020, from 01° Aquarius to 25° 
Capricorn  
 
Uranus retrogrades  
In Your Natal 7th (Libra) House: Aug 15 2020 - Jan 14 2021, from 10° to 06° Taurus  
 
Neptune retrogrades  
In Your Natal 5th (Libra) House: Jun 23 - Nov 29 2020, from 20° to 18° Pisces  
 
Pluto retrogrades  
In Your Natal 4th (Libra) House: Apr 25 - Oct 4 2020, from 24° to 22° Capricorn  
In Your Natal 4th (Libra) House: Pluto enters Aquarius November 20, 2024  
 
North Node in Gemini/South Node in Sagittarius  
NN in Your Natal 8th/9thth (Libra) House: From 6th of May. See Eclipses below.  
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This Year's Eclipses 
 

If closely aligned with personal degrees, eclipses may point to transformative times ahead, whether 
from internal or external circumstances. With the synergy between conscious awareness (the Sun) and 
unconscious impulses (the Moon), eclipses tend to bring one chapter to a close while another opens.  
 
The first eclipse of the year is a lunar eclipse in Cancer on January 10th. With Uranus stationing direct on 
the same day, this eclipse asks us to ponder what radical care might look like for ourselves, our families, 
and our communities. After this eclipse, there is only one more solar eclipse in Cancer (June 21st) and 
one lunar eclipse in Capricorn (on July 5th) for a long while.  
 
The eclipses are moving on. 
 
Finally, with eclipses taking place in the same sign at cyclical intervals, we can look back into the past, 
18.6 or 9 years back, to get a sense of the likely themes of future eclipses. 

 
The 2020 Eclipses  

 

Date Time (GMT) Position Type Your Natal House 

10-Jan-20 19:21:10 20° 00'13' Full Moon Lunar Eclipse 10th ( )  

05-Jun-20 19:12:14 15° 34'02' Full Moon Lunar Eclipse 3th ( )  

21-Jun-20 06:41:18 00° 21'23' New Moon Solar Eclipse 9th ( )  

05-Jul-20 04:44:16 13° 37'47' Full Moon Lunar Eclipse 3th ( )  

30-Nov-20 09:29:31 08° 38'01' Full Moon Lunar Eclipse 8th ( )  

14-Dec-20 16:16:25 23° g08'14' New Moon Solar Eclipse 3th ( )  

 
 

Third House (Libra rising) 
Siblings, cousins, neighbours are highlighted in this eclipse. Perhaps you’ve had an argument, or you’re 
just fed up with all the calls and emails you’ve been getting from them. You’ve been pulled into too 
many directions at once, and everybody wants something of you. An important document could arrive, 
or you could be asked to run an unexpected errand or go on a trip. If you have legal dealings under way, 
there could be a complication, or a breakthrough. 
 
Eighth House (Libra rising) 
You have strong feelings about money and intimacy. A financial project may have come to 
fruition, or you’ve just finished repaying a loan, your taxes, or made a big investment. Maybe 
you’ve been re-assessing how secure you feel financially or in terms of inner resources. A deep 
transformation is now on the cards. Somebody may be leaning on you for support, financial or 
otherwise. The challenge is taking care of your finances and those of your loved ones without 
turning them into an issue of power and control. 
 
Ninth House (Libra rising) 
The focus is on learning, travel, and long-term priorities. If you have legal dealings under way, there 
could be a new way forward or a breakthrough. Your personal horizons may be expanded now. Or you 
might be starting a course of studies or a writing project. In any case, this is a good time to focus on your 
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This Year's Highlights 
 

THE CAPRICORN STELLIUM 

Saturn conjunct Pluto is a process we are going through so it's not about waiting for some enormous 

event to happen to us specifically in January. In reality, the two planets have been within orb of a 

conjunction since January 15, 2019. Therefore, it’s unlikely that this great meeting is going to surprise us 

with events that we didn’t see coming. It’s more that whatever has been building over the past year 

comes to a head, conclusion or crisis point.  

January 12, 2020 is the exact date of the Saturn-Pluto conjunction and from there it will start to 

dissipate - very slowly. On May 8, 2020 the two planets will separate but reconnect again nine days 

later. From then on, the Saturn-Pluto conjunction will remain in the background until December 26th, 

when they finally part for good. Also, please note that Mars will re-activate the same degree a few times 

during the year. It hits 22 degrees of Capricorn on March the 20th for the first time. We should anticipate 

that whatever is going on in January, will come up again in March. Mars will then square the same 

degree three more times from Aries, where it will be retrograde for about six months, so we get this 

continuous activation of the heavyweight Saturn/Pluto themes. 

Saturn always brings an issue into form. A deadline onto our desks. A reality to check. Pluto is a deep 

reservoir of power, but in order to access the wealth within its underworlds, we must face the monsters 

that lurk in the shadows. We've got to look at our shadows and face our fears because Saturn represents 

fear and Pluto is the shadow. Yes, there may be some scary feelings coming up around this time and yes, 

maybe we want to resist but Saturn intensified by Pluto tells us that we must take responsibility, make 

ourselves accountable, mature and grow. If we do this then we will find that we are stronger and more 

capable than we thought. We will find that we can survive whatever life throws at us. We do need to 

have a big clear out with Saturn and Pluto. We must get rid of old stuff and old systems that aren't 

working for us anymore. This is an aspect that talks of some kind of deadline. For many of us, we may 

feel like wherever this is happening in our charts that time has run out. We can't keep hanging about. 

The change has got to happen, and we need to do it now. It’s time to get real. We will be stronger, 

wiser, more empowered and more aligned to our own truth with this transit. It helps us step into our 

authority and live with greater integrity. 

The Capricorn Stellium is especially active in your 4th natal house (Libra rising). This means that all 

matters ruled by this house have been going through dramatic transformation and consolidation over 

the last few years. This is the year to rebuild them.  

With Libra rising, the Capricorn Stellium brings the focus on the home, family, or living situation. You 

might have been working on what you truly need to feel safe and comfortable. For the past two years, 

with Saturn transiting this part of your chart, you may have experienced restrictions, tests and trials 

such as living in an area you don’t like, problems with the structure of your home. The house or 

apartment is too small. You’ve outgrown your house. The house is dilapidated and needs fixing up. 

Elderly parents are giving cause for concern. Elderly family members are living with you bringing 

increased responsibility. Deep down it feels like something is rotten within. 
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native towards his surroundings. Finally, the work environment is indicated by the house and the 

planets present; both the co-workers, the workplace and the atmosphere that flows in those 

surroundings.  

Deal with health issues head on. Get a doctor or alternative practitioner to work with you if necessary. 

Take responsibility for your health, especially if you have been slacking! Commit to getting fit and eating 

healthier. Eliminate what you know isn’t good for you – smoking, carbs, wheat, alcohol – whatever you 

know is toxic for you. Acknowledge where illness seems preferable to responsibility. Construct a more 

productive routine. Cut out timewasters – social media, TV etc. Sort out what is going on in the 

workplace. Change jobs or involve HR to resolve problems between colleagues. Streamline your work. 

Stop burying your head in work.  Manage your workload more effectively. 

 

TIME LORDS OF THE YEAR 

This year the planet Mercury is the one to watch closely for important life events between now and your 

next birthday. From your birthday this year until the one next year, on the other hand, it will be the 

planet Venus. This is because Mercury and Venus are this year's Time Lord (and Lady) by Profection. 

Annual profections are an ancient Hellenistic technique that connects each year of life to a specific 

house, with the timelord simply being the ruler of that house. Time Lords are planets that therefore 

become highlighted and gain a greater bearing or influence over the twelve months after your birthday. 

So please read the following pages paying particular attention to the aspects made to or from these 

planets as they are especially powerful this year. 
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Focus Houses 
 

Entered before 1 Jan 2020, Leaves 10 Mar 2020 
Enters 23 Jul 2020, Leaves 2 Nov 2020 
 
TRANSITING JUPITER IN THE 3RD HOUSE - Jupiter is the planet known for generosity, expansiveness and 
joie de vivre. Ancient astrologers considered it to have a positive influence heralding abundance and 
expansiveness. Therefore you can expect these traits to influence the area of your Birth Chart currently 
under its influence. During this period you are likely to expand your outlook on life. Just when you 
thought you understood your own mind and other people, you are now urged to discover new ways of 
comprehending many matters. Specifically you may learn a new skill, take up writing or advocacy, or join 
neighbourhood groups. You may even journey to a new neighbourhood. This is a time of growth and 
learning. Siblings may also feature during this period as you discover new dimensions of relating to your 
relatives. Other people may travel out of your environment prompting a new way of viewing your life. 
This is a beneficial period for anything that helps you rise above your concerns and worries and adopt 
Amore positive attitude to life. 
 
 
Enters 10 Mar 2020, Leaves 23 Jul 2020 
Enters 2 Nov 2020, Leaves 1 Jan 2021 
 
TRANSITING JUPITER IN THE 4TH HOUSE - Your home and family is likely to flourish when this 
advantageous planet moves through the 4th House of your Birth Chart. Comfort in your home and 
family is a key feature of this period. You may feel like expanding your home, moving to a new and 
larger home, renovating, or simply moving to home surrounded by large, open spaces. You enjoy the 
company of family members, and may welcome new members of the family through the birth of a baby 
or family marriages. This is a comfortable time during which you can sit back and take a more 
philosophical approach to life. 
 
Entered before 1 Jan 2020, Leaves 1 Jan 2021 
 
TRANSITING SATURN IN THE 4TH HOUSE - "The planet Saturn rules all that is durable, long-lasting, 
hardened and able to be structured like lead or concrete; industries like building or agriculture and 
businesses that have long range goals, are traditional and well-established." So says renowned 
astrologer Brian Clark. Therefore Saturn is likely to force you to slow down and restructure any area that 
it influences in your Birth Chart. You are required to seriously assess the value of the life areas 
influenced by this serious planet. When this serious planet moves into the 4th House of your Birth Chart 
it is time to make sure that the foundations of your life are built on firm ground. This could literally 
mean renovating your house, or more metaphorically, spending time with your family and loved ones. 
Either way you benefit from reflecting on your personal life with a view to building firmer foundations 
for the future. 
 
 
Entered before 1 Jan 2020, Leaves 1 Jan 2021 
 
TRANSITING URANUS IN THE 7TH HOUSE - Uranus is a planet that is full of surprises. It takes 
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Your 2020 Diary of Events 
 

TRANSITING VENUS SQUARE DIRECTED MERCURY (4th House to 2nd House) 
Exact 5 Jan 2020 
Efforts to sustain relationships. Routine participation with others. Creative efforts. Practicing an art 
form. 
 
TRANSITING MARS TRINE TRANSITING CHIRON (2nd House to 6th House) 
Exact 5 Jan 2020 
 
TRANSITING VENUS TRINE PROGRESSED MERCURY (4th House to 1st House) 
Exact 6 Jan 2020 
Appreciation of friendship. Participation in the community. Polite talk. Appreciation of form and art. 
Creative design. 
 
TRANSITING SATURN SQUARE NATAL MARS (4th House to 1st House) 
Exact 6 Jan 2020 
The best-made plans can go awry, which you are discovering during this transit. You are probably also 
feeling some anger and frustration as your plans seem to be going nowhere. You may even feel that 
others are deliberately standing in your way. It is best to exercise patience as the reasons for the 
obstacles will become clearer later. Persist as calmly as possible, taking time out from major projects for 
sporting and recreational activities that will allow you to expend your pent-up energy. Avoid those that 
involve risks, at least for the duration of this transit. 
 
 
TRANSITING VENUS TRINE NATAL MARS (4th House to 1st House) 
Exact 7 Jan 2020 
Healthy passions. Physical attraction. Strenuous enjoyment. Joint enthusiasm. Romance. Creating art or 
decoration. 
 
TRANSITING JUPITER TRINE NATAL NORTH NODE (3rd House to 7th House) 
Exact 8 Jan 2020 
During this time you have the chance to improve your relations with other people, and to make new 
connections. You may meet a particular person, or take up with a new group of people. Either way this 
connection could help you expand your horizons in life. This can have a positive effect on your life as 
long as you recognise the opportunities, and do not pass them up. An engagement and marriage may be 
on the cards. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS TRINE DIRECTED PLUTO (4th House to 1st House) 
Exact 9 Jan 2020 
The merging of one's survival needs with those of a group. Sharing and trusting. Intense interactions 
with others. 
 
TRANSITING MARS CONJUNCTION PROGRESSED ASCENDANT (2nd House) 
Exact 9 Jan 2020 
Competition. Rugged, but enjoyable conditions. Personal power. Bold appearance. Strength of 
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matters. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS CONJUNCTION PROGRESSED ASCENDANT (2nd House) 
Exact 19 Dec 2020 
Harmonious and friendly interactions with others. Affectionate behavior. Comfort in relationships. 
Beautiful appearances. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS TRINE TRANSITING CHIRON (2nd House to 6th House) 
Exact 19 Dec 2020 
 
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION DIRECTED CHIRON (4th House) 
Exact 21 Dec 2020 
This is a profound, healing time during which you lay to rest painful memories, which have haunted you 
in times gone by, and move into areas that are linked straight to your heart. Opportunities for learning 
present themselves and you discover talents that you never knew existed. One person, an important 
teacher or healer, may enter your life, or you could be given the opportunity to take an enlightening 
study course, or to travel. Alternatively if this transit happens later in your life, you also may have 
opportunities to express your own teaching and healing talent, finding an appropriate avenue of 
expression for wisdom gained from past experience.   
 
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION TRANSITING SATURN (4th House) 
Exact 21 Dec 2020 
This can be a beneficial transit during which you feel an increased joy in your responsibilities. You now 
feel that you have the ability to achieve a sensible balance in your life reaping benefits from past hard 
work and planting seeds for the future. This may take many forms including career promotion, others 
recognising your work and opportunities to study or travel. In some cases you may feel the urge to make 
changes to your current lifestyle to accommodate your need for expansion. The only hitch to this transit 
can be that you may lack tolerance for anyone who stands in your way as you seek to expand your 
horizons. If this is the case enlist the help of others rather than tempting them to work against you. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS OPPOSITION DIRECTED MOON (2nd House to 8th House) 
Exact 23 Dec 2020 
Emotional needs. Overstimulated feelings. Potentially stressful interactions with females. Work on 
appearances. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS SQUARE NATAL MERCURY (2nd House to 11th House) 
Exact 23 Dec 2020 
Efforts to sustain relationships. Routine participation with others. Creative efforts. Practicing an art 
form. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS SQUARE DIRECTED URANUS (2nd House to 11th House) 
Exact 24 Dec 2020 
Intense social excitement. Unusual displays of feeling. Unconventional behavior. Artistic rebellion. 
Unstable feelings. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS CONJUNCTION PROGRESSED MARS (2nd House) 
Exact 25 Dec 2020 
Healthy passions. Physical attraction. Strenuous enjoyment. Joint enthusiasm. Romance. Creating art or 
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decoration. 
 
TRANSITING JUPITER TRINE PROGRESSED VENUS (4th House to 12th House) 
Exact 27 Dec 2020 
Lucky in love and money is a good catchphrase for this transit. You have opportunities to enjoy a happy 
social life, good relations with loved ones and possibly improved finances. You are content and happy 
with harmonious relationships. You need to make the most of these opportunities rather than let them 
slip through your fingers. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS TRINE NATAL PLUTO (3rd House to 10th House) 
Exact 27 Dec 2020 
The merging of one's survival needs with those of a group. Sharing and trusting. Intense interactions 
with others. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS TRINE PROGRESSED PLUTO (3rd House to 10th House) 
Exact 28 Dec 2020 
The merging of one's survival needs with those of a group. Sharing and trusting. Intense interactions 
with others. 
 
TRANSITING JUPITER TRINE PROGRESSED MIDHEAVEN (4th House to 12th House) 
Exact 29 Dec 2020 
Doors are opening in your professional and social circles. It is a good time for expanding your 
professional goals and making the most of any opportunities in this area. These could include offers of 
career promotion, study, and travel. Success is within your grasp if you seize the moment. 
 
TRANSITING JUPITER TRINE DIRECTED MIDHEAVEN (4th House to 12th House) 
Exact 29 Dec 2020 
Doors are opening in your professional and social circles. It is a good time for expanding your 
professional goals and making the most of any opportunities in this area. These could include offers of 
career promotion, study, and travel. Success is within your grasp if you seize the moment. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS SQUARE TRANSITING NEPTUNE (3rd House to 5th House) 
Exact 30 Dec 2020 
Sensitivity in love and in art. Romantic fantasy. Tendency toward overimpressionability and weak 
judgment. Blind spots. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS CONJUNCTION NATAL JUPITER (3rd House) 
Exact 31 Dec 2020 
Comfortable social conditions. Generosity and friendliness. Big productions or gatherings. Beautiful 
appearances. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS CONJUNCTION DIRECTED NEPTUNE (3rd House) 
Exact 2 Jan 2021 
Sensitivity and taste in love and art. Enjoyment of a fantasy. Accurate aesthetic judgments. Desire for 
distant things. 
 
TRANSITING VENUS SQUARE DIRECTED VENUS (3rd House to 12th House) 
Exact 4 Jan 2021 
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Your Natal Astrological Summary 
 

Chart Point Positions:  
Planet Sign Position House  Comment 
The Moon Pisces 28°Pi13' 6th   
The Sun Leo 29°Le10' 11th   
Mercury Virgo 9°Vi24' 11th   
Venus Cancer 13°Cn55' 9th   
Mars Libra 22°Li05' 1st   
Jupiter Sagittarius 19°Sg09' 3rd   
Saturn Leo 26°Le32' 11th   
Uranus Gemini 29°Ge43' 9th   
Neptune Libra 11°Li11' 12th   
Pluto Leo 15°Le01' 10th   
Chiron Scorpio 19°Sc26' 2nd   
The North Node Taurus 7°Ta09' 7th   
The South Node Scorpio 7°Sc09' 1st   
The Ascendant Libra 16°Li09' 1st   
The Midheaven Cancer 21°Cn12' 10th   

 
 
Chart Point Aspects 
 

Planet Aspect Planet Orb App/Sep 
The Moon Quincunx The Sun 0°57' Applying 
The Moon Square Uranus 1°29' Applying 
The Moon Sesquisquare Pluto 1°48' Applying 
The Sun Semisquare Venus 0°15' Separating 
The Sun Conjunction Saturn 2°37' Separating 
The Sun Sextile Uranus 0°32' Applying 
The Sun Trine The North Node 7°59' Applying 
The Sun Semisquare The Ascendant 1°58' Applying 
Mercury Trine The North Node 2°14' Separating 
Mercury Sextile The South Node 2°14' Separating 
Venus Square Neptune 2°43' Separating 
Venus Trine Chiron 5°30' Applying 
Venus Square The Ascendant 2°14' Applying 
Venus Conjunction The Midheaven 7°17' Applying 
Mars Conjunction The Ascendant 5°56' Separating 
Mars Square The Midheaven 0°52' Separating 
Jupiter Trine Pluto 4°08' Applying 
Saturn Sextile Uranus 3°10' Applying 
Saturn Semisquare Neptune 0°21' Separating 
Uranus Semisquare Pluto 0°18' Applying 
Neptune Conjunction The Ascendant 4°57' Applying 
Pluto Square Chiron 4°24' Separating 


